VINTAGE
The vintage commenced on the 16th of January 2016 amidst the devastating
bushfires in the Harvey and Waroona shires. Whilst several hundred kilometers to
the north of Margaret River, such an event put all in the state on high alert.
Across the temperate south west of Western Australia, the winter of 2015 was
typically dry yet sufficiently wet enough to fill catchments. The spring, less blustery
than preceding years and the start to summer, warm to hot. All in all, a promising
start.
As summer progressed, the early warmth suggested a rapid fire, short vintage. Then
in the third week of January, this prediction was derailed by a significant (65 to 90
mm in one day) and unprecedented deluge. The rain proved more blessing than
curse, due to the dryness of the soil profile and the timing of the event.
With verasion well advanced in late January, the native marri bloomed throughout
the region, keeping the birds otherwise occupied, a complete about – turn to 2015.
The “bird pressure” as we call it, has a significant impact on quality, quantity and
stress levels in any vintage. The remainder of the vintage progressed with little
weather distractions.
In summary, the quality of the 2016 vintage is very good to great and the quantity
close to average. The highlight wines of the vintage are Sauvignon Blanc,
Chardonnay and Cabernet Sauvignon.

TECHNICAL NOTES
The winemaking of Howard Park Sauvignon Blanc focuses on the regional fruit
expression of southern Margaret River to build layers of flavor and structure. Here
the Sauvignon Blanc is distinguished by a rich fruit weight, varietal notes of
lemon/lime citrus, blackcurrant, stone fruits and the aromas of passion flower,
elderflower and sweet herbs.
In our endeavor to craft an exceptional wine, many winemaking techniques are
incorporated in the making of Howard Park Sauvignon Blanc. Most batches are
fine cut free run juice, cool fermented in stainless steel to maintain regional
character and defined fruit flavours. Special batches are hand-picked, whole fruit
pressed and fermented in oak to add complexity and texture. A minor contribution
from time on skins imparts a pithy structural edge.

TASTING NOTES
A shiny lemon skin in colour with fragrant notes of gooseberry, passion fruit, black
currant bud and lime zest. Juicy yet fine, the palate has a stone fruit richness, fresh
citrus, a flint and lemon curd complexity, vibrant acidity and a fine mineral/talc
finish.

Variety:
SAUVIGNON BLANC
Region:
MARGARET RIVER
Analyses:
ALCOHOL: 13% V/V
PH: 3.12
ACIDITY: 6.5 G.LT
RESIDUAL SUGAR: 0.5 G.LT

CELLARING
A Sauvignon Blanc with boundless fruit, a fine long structure and subtle, layered
complexities that will allow the wine to evolve and flourish over the next 3 to 5
years.
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